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COMFORT GRILL 

TwinSet 
Appealing, versatile, powerful 

 

This tabletop grill brings convenient grilling pleasure both indoors and outdoors. The three 
different grill positions offer the right solution for every way of preparation, especially as the 
temperature of the two grill plates is – as special advantage - separately adjustable: 
Grilling in “contact grill” position: short cooking time due to direct and quick heat transfer. Steaks, 
panini, sausages, etc. get the popular grilling stripes. 
Toasting in the “gratinating“ position: for tasty, gratinated baguettes, toasts, vegetables & more. 
Grilling and frying on the large-sized grill: by opening, the grill surface is doubled and the 
appliance can be used as tabletop and party grill in no time. 
The non-stick coating and the diagonal stripes of the grill plates let emergent grease drain quickly 
and healthy, low-fat grilling is ensured. Furthermore, the plates are dismountable for easy 
cleaning. A convincing all-rounder which should not be missing in any household! 
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Technical data:  

 type: KG 2000 

 230 V ~  2000 W    graphite-metallic 

 in attractive Softline design 

 two thermostats, thus, the grill plates are infinitely and separately adjustable 

 two pilot lamps, overheating protection 

 non-stick coated grill plates, dismountable for easy cleaning 

 contact grilling: grilling surface 33 x 24 cm 

 party grill: the surface is doubled by opening the grill  

 gratinating position: position lock for gratinating 

 low-fat grilling: diagonal grilling stripes let grease drain quickly  

 dimensions: 40.5 x 31 x 12.5 cm 

 EAN: 40 01797 226006 


